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Taming the Two-Eyed Beast: Doubtful Visions in the Seventeenth-Century French Academies

As Krzysztof Pomian and Antoine Schnapper have shown, “curiosity” was a driving force informing the practice of collecting in the early Modern period, helping to shape nature into history by rendering it legible through found objects (Fig. 1). But curiosity did not operate on its own: it was accompanied by doubt, which undermined sacred authority and informed the skeptical platform of rationalist inquiry. This paper focuses on one aspect of doubt as an intellectual category: the inability to trust what one sees. Scholars such as Martin Kemp and Barbara Stafford have stressed the contributions of visualized forms of representation to the epistemological conditions of modernity. The argument presented in this paper is less concerned with the artistic doctrines or physiological studies used to theorize vision, though both will inevitably be engaged here. Instead, it is the insistent linking of sight to reason, which connects a physiological sense to cognitive capacity, which is questioned for its cultural implications. In other words, neither that coupling nor its exclusionary conditions are taken for granted. Instead, it is viewed as a historical construct directly informed by the emergent codes of the natural sciences, and examined as a philosophy as well as an aesthetic. 
In this regard, the example of the seventeenth-century French court of Versailles is particularly illuminating (Fig. 2). Not only did the reign of Louis XIV systematically exploit the authority of representation, ranging from dance to decoration, but a similar impulse informed the academic institutions that the Sun King inaugurated, setting conventions which would be emulated for centuries. The academies confirmed the authority of the visual even in the literary tradition, where one would expect, ut pictura poesis, that poetry would trump painting. Rather than simply confirming an entrenched grammar of power, however, the terms of pictorial representation became the focus of heightened attention precisely because the eyes were no longer trustworthy sources of information. With one swipe of the anatomist’s knife, the Renaissance equivalence between the eye of God and human sight had been permanently severed, thereby introducing a ‘one eye, two eye’ problem that was not unlike the ‘one sex, two sex problem’ articulated by historian Thomas Laqueur. Insofar as the one-eyed gaze was imagined as purposeful and penetrating, the analogy is consistent. In both cases, a body was being observed that was either female or feminized, whose attributes stubbornly contradicted an accepted version of the anatomy. And, given the choice between keeping the theory or dismissing the physical evidence, the theory prevailed precisely because it was sustained by a method. On its own, without textual support from the Ancients, the body was disorganized and deceptive, and not even the eyes of the interrogator could be trusted because they, too, were susceptible to corruption.
“God did not give us two eyes for nothing,” wrote engraver and dessinateur Grégoire Huret in 1670. But he was not stating the obvious: he had to vigorously defend that claim. It was not the anatomical reality of two separate eyes that was seriously questioned, but their role -- or possibly roles -- in the cognitive process of vision. Many organs in the human body are doubled, such as kidneys, lungs, breasts, ovaries, testes, and all of the digits and limbs. From a physiological standpoint, the partner is redundant. Was the second eye a spare, or did it contribute something specific? In 1679, architect and anatomist Claude Perrault presented before the assembled members of the Académie des Sciences the skull of a one-eyed infant, which had only one occipital orbit, and one canal for the optic nerve (Fig. 3). It was unclear if the newborn was ever capable of sight, as it had died within minutes following birth. But the notes registered another detail: specifically, that what had been presented for the Academy’s inspection was not the skull, but a drawing that acted as surrogate. That Perrault’s skillful rendering was based on direct witnessing of the original was seconded by Duclos, who had gone with him to view the human “cyclops” and saw it firsthand as well. Whether the infant’s eye had ever functioned was impossible to determine, and ultimately beside the point. Instead, what was being certified by the assembly was the validity of the representation, as verified by a reputable witness who was also in the presence of the body and could vouch for its mimetic accuracy. 
How reliable was this drawing as a descriptive document? Did Perrault use one eye or two eyes when he drew this tragic object? The question may seem peculiar, but its ramifications were interrogated at length by Perrault’s frequent collaborator, geometer Sébastien Le Clerc, who argued that the mechanics of vision demonstrated that that which was seen clearly was “only seen by one eye,” i.e. the eye on the right (Fig. 4), marked A on the illustration. This eye corresponded to the vanishing point as the first element of linear perspective, a subject on which Le Clerc had written and illustrated several treatises. Winking off to one side, the left eye, marked B in the illustration, only “bothered” the right eye and offered “confusing” visual information. Thus, he explained, hunters closed the left eye to draw a bead on their prey, and painters ignored the information from the left eye, the better to raise their art to the ranks of a “mathematical science.” Unsurprisingly, Le Clerc asserted that the phenomenon of separate axes of sight for each eye was most evident in brutes and especially in birds (Fig. 5). Because the eyes of birds were placed on the extreme sides of the head, Le Clerc explained, they could never see the same object with both eyes at the same time, and were obliged to turn their heads side to side.  Because they were so far apart, neither eye could establish dominance, and the left eye was constantly offering irrelevant information. As a result, brutes were constantly confused, for they were literally unable to see reason.
	Inside the Cartesian framework, the capacity for informed vision was only available to humans, as it was held that animals did not have reasoning souls and were thus, from the standpoint of consciousness, unaware of what their eyes were seeing. In other words, the reasoning faculty did not derive from the possession of functioning organs of sight, wherefore a blind man might still be capable of intellectual brilliance, and a sighted man might stutter through life as an idiot. Hence the mélange of creatures that Le Clerc showed in his illustration was crucial, for the engraving made it clear that the “confused” vision of birds and mammals was routinely shared by human animals. To wit, mindless men used both eyes together, and by so doing, both confirmed and consolidated their pathetic ignorance. For, as Le Clerc and others claimed, to observe the world with two eyes simultaneously -- “comme les yeux voyent” – was a simple physiological phenomenon, no different from any other creature’s ability to react to motion, produce sounds, and make gestures. Just as the howls of vivisected dogs and their juddering limbs were understood to be strictly mechanical actions unrelated to the awareness of pain, the ability to register light, color and motion did not reflect a reasoning mind in operation. In the 1630s, Jean François Niceron’s experiments with the camera obscura (“dark room”) had shown this claim to be true (Fig. 6): it was possible to project an image inside an actual room by puncturing one wall with a pinhole that would admit a thin ray of light. Per Descartes, the “painting” produced by natural light passing through the pupil of the eye, traversing the optical chamber, and hitting the retina followed exactly the same mechanical principles. Yet a man-made box had no more intelligence than a plank of wood, and no potential for sentience. In the same way, the eyes were empty chambers that were receptacles rather than agents. 
As a disciplinary platform, the public affirmation of “reason” thus demanded that one eye be extracted from the cognitive equation, else wallow in brutish ignorance, victim to a diffuse and passive gaze incapable of intellectual penetration. The resulting “one-eyed” drawings subsequently reflected the coding of vision as something reasoned, conscious, and uniquely informed by collective agreement among an elite coterie of men. By crafting a way of seeing that was self-consciously artificial, the rational method distinguished the lineaments of science from the confusions of ordinary perception, and banished doubt from document required for the process of shared demonstration. 
As a proponent of the one-eye theory, Le Clerc was determined to negate the contributions of the left eye. Though he knew of some interesting cadavers, no general conclusion should be drawn from their condition: to do so would be akin to claiming that “arms are useless, just because men are sometimes born without them.” Though not going to the extreme of plucking the second eye out and leaving an unsightly socket, he simply maintained that, as an organ of vision, the left eye was largely irrelevant. In this claim, Le Clerc was confirming the majority position. For, to borrow Catherine Howett’s phrase, “the one-eyed man was king” at the seventeenth-century court of Versailles, regnant as a representational system and as a doctrine regarding vision. This assertion also reminds that class privilege is sustained by the perspectival system, which surveys the world with a proprietary gaze enforced by a theological notion of dominion. To see with only one eye, the right eye, confirms one’s participation in a community of entitled individuals, which shares the same epistemological assumptions and enjoys the same social privileges. As convincingly argued by Hubert Damisch regarding the case of the Italian Renaissance, linear perspective is not a “natural” mode of vision, but one that endorses a set of belief structures – a philosophy of representation -- that is external to its own processes yet enforced through them. In other words, perspectival space insists that the spectator remain within a fixed and narrow field of vision, corresponding to set of beliefs that are equally rigid. For example, the final image in Le Clerc’s Discours touchant sur le point de veue was an anatomical section of a human eye contemplating the smiling figure of Apollo (Fig. 7). The Sun God is seen with shining clarity by this eye, which is not experiencing any distortion because the deity falls comfortably within its triangle of vision. Yet the floating figure of Apollo is not found in nature: a painter has followed the “right rays or lines which converge at a single point” in order to produce the very image this extracted eye is viewing. Crowned in laurels and unfurling feathered wings, this happy god of the arts is the familiar avatar of Louis XIV. Sustained by ideology and quoting traditional iconography, the image was thus received by the courtly audience as a comprehensible projection rather than the something delusional. The political message is clear: painters serving the Sun King and his propagandizing machine will subscribe to the one-eyed system if they wish to continue enjoying his favor. 
To admit the second eye thus politicized a philosophical problem, for the left eye was only entertained by brutes, including the human sort, that were too stupid to see reason. Seeing with two eyes confounded the faculty of reason, thus to represent this confusion in painting by rejecting one-point perspective was to knowingly commit a dangerous act of subversion. “One does not speak of the point of views but the point of view (on ne dit pas le poinct des yeux, mais le poinct de l’oeil),” noted Jacques Du Breuil, for only by regarding the world with a single eye could “everything in all its perfection be seen (fait voir le tout dans sa perfection).” The one-eyed view emulated the all-seeing eye of God. Wherefore the binocular alternative was full of corruption, leading to a further breakdown of cultural order instigated by the disobedient artist, whose views were wrongly rooted in sensual experience derived from his animal body. As such judgmental statements suggest, there was something profoundly deranged about this ‘one eye, two eye’ problem which also reeked of cultural tyranny. Huret complained that painters were defending a position which their own “sentiment and experience” told them was false, and argued that they would not be supporting such views except out of fear of “seeming ignorant,” thereby risking exclusion from the court and its privileges. Instead of pursuing the truth for its own sake and asking the hard questions, he opined, this discourse was driven by “vanity and self-interested ambition,” indulged by artists willing to obscure the truth in order to secure personal power or social position.
The specific subject under attack was the system of linear perspective and its potential to serve as a measure of aesthetic quality. The key figure in this French debate was Abraham Bosse (1604-76), engraver and honorary member of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture, who had been named to teach linear perspective in 1648. A disciple of the engineer, architect, and geometer Girard Desargues, Bosse wished to subsume the art of painting under the dictates of perspective, establishing it as a rule (règle) that was both proscriptive and absolute. Established as an illusionist device since the 1400s, linear perspective was understood as part of a visual repertoire akin to sfumato, chiaroscuro, or relative scale, i.e. a technique that contributed to the illusion of pictorial depth along with a range of other representational tools. But until the seventeenth century, mastery of linear perspective was just a means to an expressive end. Because it was a mechanical skill, it neither served as an index to a painting’s artistic merit nor carried symbolic value for its own sake. If Bosse were to have his way, however, linear perspective would not just contribute to the art of painting but would determine its aesthetic quality. For him, the precision with which perspective was developed would provide a set of fixed, externally verifiable measures that would establish painting as a veritable mathematic science. Subsequently governed by formula and driven by technique, the merits of painting would reside in the clarity with which it revealed the logic of its own representational systems, eliminating doubt and ambiguity from the evaluative mechanism. 
How could pictorial appearances so easily mislead informed viewers, especially when they were trained artists abundantly aware of the image’s status as a crafted thing? In the seventeenth century, what were the visible markers against which real or apparent deviations were measured? As discussed by Martin Kemp, the seventeenth-century “perspective wars” in the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture had been fueled by the 1651 publication and French translation of Leonardo’s Traité de la peinture, an abridged compilation of manuscripts penned by Leonardo but cobbled together by others. The resulting Traité was “disorganized and not infrequently incoherent,” yet it was fully resonant with Leonardo’s authority, setting up a critical tension between tradition and criticism embodied by a text that was both authentic and artificial. Leonardo had repeatedly emphasized the importance of observing original objects, but it wasn’t just a matter of replacing the study of plaster casts with live models. Rather, he stressed, “a painter must never be so invested (fier) in his preconceived ideas that he neglects to observe nature.” The injunction was not as simple as it seems, for those “preconceived ideas” could only be changed if the observer constantly interrogated his reasoning faculty while the viewing was taking place. Proponents of the one-eyed theory imposed the rules of linear perspective on the observational process, precisely because it refused the perceptual and cognitive distortions introduced by the two-eyed model of vision. Yet Leonardo had argued that objects “seen with only one eye” will always appear to be artificially flat, i.e. inconsistent with the mundane experience of the world as existing in three and four dimensions. Because two eyes have a wider cone of vision than a single eye, Leonardo explained, they are able to perceive the space behind volumetric objects. By contrast, he noted, that space is completely blocked when such objects are viewed with only one eye. Because only part of the expected visual information is received, the resulting mental picture is inconsistent with everyday experience. For the same reason, he argued, objects represented on canvas can never possess the bounding dimensionality of real things. The viewer’s inability to perceive real space behind the painted image of an object merely confirmed the flatness of the picture plane, which never fully succumbed to illusion no matter how skillful the painter. 
The problem of representing the volumetric properties of objects was compounded when the factor of motion was added. It is not coincidental that the genre of still life (nature morte) emerged during this same period, for it literally stilled life, showing nature rendered dead in order to overcome this particular hurdle, and celebrated stasis itself as something pictorially meaningful. As Huret explained, the rules of geometric perspective were “entirely impractical for the representation of animals, &c,”  and “utterly useless” in the specific depiction of “humans & animals, flowers, trees, & other natural subjects comprised of curved and irregular surfaces,” because the living models were susceptible to motion, and too variable in kind to permit scale comparisons. By contrast, linear perspective was effective in describing architectural and static space. This was also Leonardo’s position, for whom the first thing that a young painter must know is linear perspective, in order that each thing might be “put in its place.” As shown by Jacques Du Breuil in 1679, a simple perspective interior provided a secure place for human figures to rest “a long time,” but only if they were shown in poses that might naturally occur when sleeping, playing a lute, reading a book, or looking at a drawing (Fig. 8). Such figures must never be rendered with a “leg or arm waving in the air” in an attempt to show running, as active poses were not convincing and spoiled the illusion. Similarly, Du Breuil recommended that birds and beasts be shown “in repose,” naming examples such as “a dog sleeping or gnawing a bone, a cat stalking a mouse or a parrot.” But his illustration showed the opposite, i.e. horses walking on the ground and birds flying overhead, cast carelessly inside an empty and undifferentiated landscape that left their “places” wanting. There is no architecture to define control over the variability of nature.
Where was the place of animals that, because living, refused the confinements of perspectival space? What position could they hold inside a philosophical model which assigned them the same mechanical flesh as man but denied them soul and sensibility? Exhorting artists to study anatomy and osteology, Leonardo had understood the living human body as being “animal,” designating its creaturely condition as an organized anima (life, spirit), as distinct from animus (soul).) This idea of the corporeal “animal” was shared by Renaissance architectural theorist Leon Battista Alberti, who noted: “when it is necessary to paint the nude animal [a man], it is first necessary to arrange the bones & afterwards to dress them in flesh & muscles, veins and nerves, then cover them in skin, &c.” Huret thought it “absurd” that Bosse had not only taken Alberti’s recommendation literally, but had further advocated the preparation of wire armatures to mimic the skeleton, which would be covered in soft wax rather than decomposing flesh and fat. Such an exercise would be “excessively time consuming,” Huret complained, and the difficulty of finding human models in skeletal, flayed and living states would simply compound the annoyance. But the more significant point, Huret stressed, was that anatomical study “only revealed dead nerves and muscles, & veins voided of blood & rendered imperceptible, & the whole flayed, dessicated, and deflated & thus quite different from how they must be in a living figure.” It was absolutely necessary to observe living models in motion, in order to see the “precise & marvelous mutation, flexion, and disappearance” of these same “muscles, nerves, veins &c, from which derives the most truthful resemblance & knowledgeable representation of the living creature (en quoy consiste la plus vive vraye & scavante representation du naturel vivant).” And when “natural” -- i.e. living -- subjects are being observed, Huret concluded, they are “better & more strongly seen with two eyes together, than by only one.”
 Like the rest of the court, Huret could confront the problem of living animals, including the human kind, which filled the courtyards at the Ménagerie at Versailles, established in 1663-69 by the young Louis XIV (Fig. 9). Filled with exotic and domestic birds and mammals, this complex featured a miniature chateau attached to an unusual octagonal tower. Located in the back and hidden from view, seven wedge-shaped facets fanned around this central point to form a series of units that chiefly held flightless birds such as chickens and ostriches. One is familiar with Michel Foucault’s claim that the Ménagerie at Versailles “did the work of a naturalist.” But, crucially, like the head of the infant Cyclops represented by Perrault, a drawing is all that remains of the original object, and its status as an object of curiosity is similarly wrapped up with the early history of the French Academy of Sciences.  Notably, scholars have readily agreed with Foucault’s interpretation of the Ménagerie’s classificatory agenda, and subsequently perpetuated its modernist reputation as a site of panoptic authority. But given the complete absence of historical evidence to support Foucault’s anachronistic claim, this state of agreement is partly due to the installation of a monocular (panoptic, cyclopean) vision at the roots of academic discourse, binding an aesthetic stance to the foundation of the sciences, and dispensing with contextual information that might “bother” the right eye’s singular concentration. Rather than the building, it is Perelle’s 17th century drawing that does the work of the naturalist, by expressing a singular point of view that confronts the representational problem of living animals.
To better explain the interpretive distortions present in the drawing, it is helpful once more to refer to Le Clerc, who worked with Perrault dissecting and drawing various mammals that were thought to have resided at the Versailles complex (Fig. 10). Throughout the Discours and Système de la vision, Le Clerc featured hovering orbs in his numerous illustrations. These were curious little oculi plucked from their orbits and suspended in air, where they functioned both as viewed object as well as viewing subject (Fig. 11). In this illustration, the reader is shown the Renaissance window of perspectival space which imposes itself between a male viewer and an eyeball, marked C, hovering outside the window. However, the disembodied oculus is the one imbued with visual authority, and not the two-eyed viewer standing in darkness inside the gloomy interior. A few pages later, Le Clerc underscores this point by putting us directly in the viewer’s place. We are positioned in front of the window, and shown what he is seeing (Fig. 12). The background landscape in the previous illustration is repeated, but now the mountain is seen from the front rather than the side, reflecting the 90 degree shift in the viewer’s location. Once again, an eyeball hovers imperiously in the air. But this time, its function is active rather than demonstrative: it is not being seen, but seeing. The drawing demonstrates Le Clerc’s assertion that a single eye is capable of registering a panoramic, 150 degree angle of vision (horizontal span B-C), but was only was only capable of seeing clearly a 45-50 degree angle aligned around the axial line of vision (vertical axis A-D). Inside the central wedge, the lines converging towards this eye were firm and continuous; outside they were “confused” and broken. Crucially, however, these are not perspectival lines of recession: this eye is not a vanishing point and is suspended well above the compositional and descriptive horizon lines in order to avoid being confused with that illusionistic system. Rather, these lines explicitly delimit the boundaries of clear vision specific to one eye; and, according to this diagram, this clarity is ruptured when the second eye participates in the act of viewing. 
According to philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, science “always takes for granted an absolute observer in whom all points of view are summed up and, correlatively, a true projection of all perspectives.” However, he continued, it is the idea of an absolute observer which is itself the crucial artifact of history, the recognition of which requires that past be interrogated for what it “meant to itself” and not for what it offers to the present. Here, the question to ask is not why the idea of an absolute observer gained prominence in the first place – its political alignment with the Age of Absolutism is clear -- but why linear perspective could be held as being persuasively “objective” despite its ostentatious investment in visual deception. 
For Merleau-Ponty, the conventional language used to describe the manufacture of “sovereign knowledge” is already saturated in metaphors linked to sight, implying the near impossibility of separating the rise of historical consciousness from the heightened awareness of vision announced in the philosophical discourses of the seventeenth century. As demonstrated by Le Clerc’s engraving of the Académie des Sciences et des Beaux Arts, 1698 (Fig. 13), this awareness was not only acute, but was consistently attached to the inspection of the dead animal as its privileged arena, and dispensing with the living. In the far left background of this bustling array, a group of savants are dissecting a quadruped (Fig. 14). In the same cached area, the body of a heron dangles near the skeletons of two deer and a tortoise’s carapace. Nearby, an optical diagram from Descartes’ Dioptrique has been propped against the base of a colossal column which a stuffed armadillo seems to be climbing. This propped diagram showed two eyeballs, their separate sight lines converging at a single point in the distance, sending back visual information communicated to a single pineal point in the brain. These schematic eyes stand in for the staring gaze of a human skeleton seen from behind, which is lightly perched on the base of a column flanking the porch’s opposite side. Its bony arm is raised to its head as if to shield its staring sockets, the blind gaze of which traverses the distance to converge on the posed armadillo, inspecting it from the outside. Because it is entirely confined to passive viewing across a world of difference (a terrestrial globe is found between them), this allegorical skeleton is incapable of regarding nature according to a scientific point of view. By contrast, the cluster of academicians who are busily opening the animal carcass will render its anatomy a legible artifact, an authentic object of scientific study embedded in a process of mutual witnessing and verification. Once it is transposed into text and shelved across the courtyard in the library (located in the background on the far right side of Le Clerc’s engraving, exactly mirroring the position of the academicians gathered for the dissection), the animal’s anatomy will become a constituent element of natural history strengthening the rising edifice of science. 
Inside Le Clerc’s allegorical construction, observation and representation worked in tandem, and the arts and sciences were intimately united by a shared concern for achieving a kind of self-evident verisimilitude in their modes of documentation. Similarly, we might regard Perelle’s drawing of the Menagerie at Versailles as another kind of symbolic demonstration addressed to the cognitive problem of vision, as well as an elegant but polemical answer to the challenges to political order posed by two-eyed human beasts who refused to see reason (Fig. 15). The disturbing emptiness of De Breuil’s animal stage has been relieved by a series of wedges that articulate a predictable sequence of space, radiating around a viewing tower which has been repeatedly cast as the architectural representation of the singular eye of the king. That these angles and sections correspond with the visual triangles radiating towards Le Clerc’s hovering oculus is not a case of formal resemblance. Rather, the analogies reveal the deep connections between a rising scientific stance and a selective mode of vision predicated on the imposition of reason. The view from above is neither perspectival nor panoptic, for each facet defines an optimal viewing angle unrelated to lines of recession, and the viewing eye is an instrument of inquiry rather than an agent of power. In sum, it is not the classification of living bodies that is being shown here: each wedge holds a mixture of avian and human kinds that represents plentitude rather than order. Rather, this drawing reveals the institutional excision of doubt from the practice of observation, in order to assert the secular primacy of mind over the untamed confusions of nature.
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